THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LEXIS.COM® AND LEXIS ADVANCE®

Lexis Advance® looks different from lexis.com®, but your favorite lexis.com features are still available at Lexis Advance right where you expect them. And now you’ll find more browsing functionality and options—in one easy-to-find location—so you can do more in less time, with fewer clicks.

“No added cost” with Lexis Advance Alerts

**lexis.com**

Initial search charges apply
The Alert feature at lexis.com may add charges (depending on your plan type):

- Fees for each update; charges vary by the update schedule you choose.
- Printing, downloading, faxing or emailing charges when you use results documents.

**Lexis Advance**

Initial search charges apply. Fees for updates may also apply.

There are no ADDITIONAL CHARGES TO:

- **Set up** an Alert.
- **Print, download, fax or email** results.
- **Review document headlines**—even headlines of documents outside your subscription plan. (You don’t incur an out-of-plan, document charge until you open the full-text documents.)

Follow topics with fewer Lexis Advance Alerts, saving set-up and review time

**lexis.com**

- One topic; multiple Alerts. Search, set up and manage an Alert for each source or group of source you want to follow.
- Use search words and connectors to set up your Alert.

**Lexis Advance**

- One topic; **one Alert**. Each Alert can cover the content types your search covers. Search across Lexis Advance and set one Alert. Even filter to get updates only on specific sources, jurisdictions, etc.
- Use search words and connectors — or a **natural-language search**—to set up your Alert.
Choose more Alert types at Lexis Advance

**lexis.com**
- Search results updates
- Shepard's® reports updates
- CourtLink® Alerts in the CourtLink product

**Lexis Advance**
- Search results updates
- Shepard's® reports updates
- CourtLink® Alerts in the CourtLink product
- **Topic updates**, i.e., get new documents (from multiple content types) that discuss your specific legal topic. No search needed!
- **Publication updates**, i.e., set Alerts on specific sources ("publication Alerts").
- **Legislation updates**, i.e., get notified when a bill moves through legislative steps.
- **Find Similar Document Alerts**. Use the Find Similar Document feature in your History Map view then set an Alert to receive additional similar documents.
- **Compare Search Results Alerts**. Use the Compare Search Results feature in your History Map view to find results common to two or more searches. Then create an Alert to receive additional common documents.

Count on more Alert flexibility at Lexis Advance

**lexis.com**
- Get updates up to three times a day on hot topics. Or manually update.
- Edit your Alert search receiving updates.
- Delete your Alert. If the topic heats up again, you must search and set-up a new Alert.
- Access your Alerts management screens quickly. Click the Alerts icon on most lexis.com screens. You may have new updates.
- No Alert sharing feature, but you can email results updates to colleagues.

**Lexis Advance**
- View updates on hot topics **as soon as available**. You can also manually update. Lexis Advance Alerts are updating continuously. So new documents are available online immediately no matter your update schedule.
- Edit your Alert search after receiving updates— **or during set-up**, tailoring results immediately.
- Pause your Alert. If the topic heats up again, you’re ready with an Alert.
- **Access your Alerts management screens even faster**. View all Alerts or access specific Alerts from the home page Alerts pod— or from practically any Lexis Advance screen. Just select the **More** pull-down menu in the black header. Then select **Alerts**. You know where you have new updates immediately; the blue dots show you.
- An **Alert sharing feature is available** so results are automatically shared with up to 100 colleagues.

Learn more about Lexis Advance Alerts: Visit [LEXISNEXIS.COM/ADVANCEYOURRESEARCH](http://LEXISNEXIS.COM/ADVANCEYOURRESEARCH)

At A Glance **Quick Reference Guide**
Show Me How **Video**
LexTalk® Community **Tips**

On-Demand **Webinar**
Step-by-Step **Setup**
Get details on the **Shepard's Alert** feature too!